
12.Did you have a chance to view the WNLA central garden? 

 

Value  Percent  Count  

Yes  71.0%  294  

No  29.0%  120  

  Totals  414  

Yes 
71%

No 
29%



13.How would you rate this year's WNLA central garden? 

 

Value  Percent  Count  

Excellent  22.2%  64  

Very good  55.9%  161  

Average  17.0%  49  

Below average  4.2%  12  

Poor  0.7%  2  

  Totals  288  

Excellent 
22%

Very good 
56%

Average 
17%

Below average 
4%

Poor 
1%



14.Please provide comments about the WNLA central garden. 

ResponseID  Response  

5  Would like to see a water feature and more 

height/levels/variety/complexity in the plantings. 

Nice to have fragrant plants used.  

14  Always a treat to smell and see fresh plant 

material at this time of year!  Great for the soul.  

16  I loved that it was so scented! It really made me 

feel like spring was just around the corner despite 

the snow.   

18  It was pretty, just nothing special  

24  Very nice  

26  It was eye-catching and cheerful.  

27  Thought it not as great as previous years.  

28  smaller than used to be. A nice oasis   

30  Love the scents of the flowers.   It would be nice if 

there was a fountain.  I might have missed it.    

33  There have always been a large water feature in 

the past.  We like seeing those for inspiration.   

34  You need more survey answer options, e.g., "not 

sure."  I must have seen the central garden, 

because I walked every aisle completely, but my 



friend and I were wondering where the "maze" 

was -- the one depicted in the published picture of 

children playing on it.  If it was there, it wasn't very 

obvious.  

36  It's always boring.  

38  Very disappointing; mulch with some spring bulbs 

and dormant shrubs/trees is not that exciting, not 

even close to Chicago flower show or say what 

Olbrich does for its shows.  

44  there were supposedly demonstrations there, but I 

couldn't find any info in the paper guide.   

53  It was nice.   

62  sparse  

64  How about a water feature  

66  Beautiful   

68  It was like looking at Spring with all the bulbs 

blooming.  

69  It was nice  

73  Did I see it? It must not have caught my attention 

because I can't remember what it looked like.  

76  Relaxing.  



77  It has been much more lovely in past years. It 

didn't seem innovative this year, though the tall 

daffodils were lovely.  

79  A  breath of Spring!  

83  Nice on a cold winter day but nothing 

earthshattering  

87  I liked it better when it was larger.  

88  No unique combinations or ideas  

91  A nice area to dream about spring.  

92  The tulips were lovely! Ahh, it gives me hope for 

spring!  

100  It was beautiful and inspiring! Always lovely to see 

real flowers and plants in the middle of winter.   

105  Loved the smell of the flowers and loved the 

photography!  

112  Very pleasant. A nice place to sit down and rest.  

113  It's nice, but I don't spend a lot of time at it.  

117  Enjoyed the assortment of plants and flowers  

118  Thought it was very well done!  



124  We sat near by and took a break and enjoyed the 

whole atmosphere especially with the present 

weather.  

127  nice to have sitting area  

132  Very nice. I got some ideas for landscaping plants  

137  It was nice to have the tables and chairs there.  

138  can't remember a lot about it that stood out  

146  The displays weren't as elaborate as previous 

years.  

157  I would like more variety.  

159  It did not WOW me....although it was great to see 

blooming bulb plants this time of year.  

165  I liked the ample seating  

166  It was pretty. We enjoyed the scents.  

173  Should be more spectacular with added 

dimensions.  Sorry to say some unsupervised 

children where wondering threw flowers  

174  Needed more color with shrubs and perennials, 

only color were from bulbs. Nothing at central 

garden explained what the WLNA is or what they 

do. I have no idea how they benefit me.  



186  I didn't look at it in detail - just glanced at it as I 

was walking by  

193  Didn't spend a lot of time in it.  Just walked by it a 

bunch of times.  

197  It was the bet yet because of the availability of 

tables and seating, the wide open appearance, 

and the health  of the plants,.   

200  It was down sized, but loved the tables and chairs.  

208  I could even smell the hyacinths!!  

209  Very pretty considering space limitations. Could 

have used more flowers   

217  The area just seemed to be an area for tables and 

chairs with a few flowering bulbs.  I remember 

years where there have been extensive trees and 

shrubs, as well as extensive hardscaping.    

220  Love seeing the bulbs.   

221  hardly noticed it; then realized a couple flower 

beds beside tables and chairs must be it  

223  Nothing new  

235  So nice to see real growing things. We do not do 

houseplants so Spring is much anticipated.  

238  Love the cocktails   



241  Happy place to dream about spring.  Restful 

fountains, beautiful colors.  

242  nice arrangement, special place to relax  

254  Just what we need this time of year  

257  The Graze botanical drinks in the garden was so 

relaxing!  

258  Nice spring flowers.  

259  Springtime, I was in heaven  

260  Bigger  

263  Nice  

265  Place to sit to view flower. Floor mat was nice 

better than rocky stones. Photo behind it was nice 

too.   

272  Very appealing. Well made indoor garden.  

277  It was nice but nothing stands out to me now.   

281  We enjoyed talking with the garden designer.  

284  Did not have a wow factor, as other years.  

287  I liked that it wasn't as big as previous years.   



288  Loved the fragrance - perfect for overcoming the 

winter blues that set u=in during the month of 

February.  

293  It was a lovely spring oasis, but with somewhat 

less plant variety than in the past.  

296  We ate lunch there and inadvertently met some 

family members passing by. It was a lovely 'town 

square.'  

308  Gorgeous, a little spring inside while we wait.   

314  Pretty and relaxed  

318  There wasn't anything that blew me away.  

328  I'm sure it was some work, but it wasn't very 

special to me.  

332  Not as "landscaped" as previous years. Did 

appreciate the tables and chairs for sitting and 

taking a break  

334  Beautiful  

337  It's definitely not why I go. But, it really helps set 

the mood and get you thinking of planting season 

ahead.  

338  I loved the fresh tulips.  

344  Less plants and structure than in years past, felt a 

little empty and less plant focused. I did however 



like the squishy floor surface but missed having 

example brick materials.  

346  A breath of spring  

351  It makes me feel inspired that spring is coming.  

352  Loved all the bulbs!  

358  Much smaller and less green than usual. Too 

much emphasis on stonework patio and not 

enough plants.   

369  Bright and cherry!  

378  was pretty, but not very imaginative  

383  It was nothing much, just some flowering bulbs 

and shrubs.  

384  Loved the water features  

388  No comments  

394  I loved the water feature.  

403  Nothing even stayed in my mind.  

409  Lovely display.  

413  It was nice to see something "fresh" during winter.  

421  Very nice.    



423  always love the fresh spring look...  

424  I liked the way you tried getting the public more 

involved with the centerpieces or arrangements.  

425  Nice crabapple   

426  Nice to look at but didn't spend much time there.  

429  More plants and flowers   

431  Passed by it but did not really pay particular 

attention, sorry  

434  It was beautiful  

436  In the past the garden has felt bigger I could walk 

through is and sit and feel like I was really in a 

garden. This year it felt smaller. Maybe it was 

designed to be more accessible to folks who have 

mobility issues. I liked the year you had a sandbox 

for the kids. I love seeing the flowers.  

448  It was pathetic, and it's a big reason why I come.   

450  Love Friday night drinks  

455  Received some good info from staff there.  

456  I would have like to have sees a few more flowers 

but the new design was lovely and I loved the 

picture exhibit.  



460  It's nice to see plantscapes in action. What a great 

way to get ideas!  

461  - Beautiful - Gave us a taste of Spring!   

 

 


